l. INTRODUCTION
In (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1971) , languages with the semilinear property, called slip languages, are considered. A language L is a slip language if the Parikh mapping ~b(L) of L is a semilinear set. It turns out that a slip language need not be well behaved in any useful sense, since one can easily show that any language is a gsm map of some slip language. When one considers slip AFL, however (as is done by Ginsburg and Spanier) , the position changes, for there are many slip languages which do not belong to any slip AFL. The question arises whether there are any nice properties of an algebraic nature by which slip languages belonging to slip AFL can be characterized.
The present paper is the result of an unsuccessful attempt to find one or more such conditions. It appeared to the author that some sort of pumping or local linearity condition might be a likely candidate, and therefore a study of this kind of condition was undertaken. Although bridging the gap between the local linearity studied here and the global linearity of the slip languages was not achieved, some interesting results were obtained. In particular, it turns out that there is a close analogy between slip AFL and locally linear AFL.
DEFINITIONS, t~LEMENTARY PROPERTIES, AND EXAMPLES
Intuitively speaking, a language is locally linear if from any word of sufficient length in the language, one can derive other words in the language by pumping it up. This is made precise in the following DEFINITION 2.1. A language L is said to be n-locally linear (n-ll) if there exists an integer k, such that for every word z in L, if any k or more letters in z are marked, then z has a factorization such that (I) (2) letter. Note that condition (2) implies that at least one of the xr must be nonempty. Furthermore, if L is n-ll, then it is m-ll for every m ) n.
Clearly, the property defined above is akin to the property proved by Ogden (1968) for context-free languages. DEFINITION 2.2. A family cz of languages is called an n-locally linear family if every language in c~ is n-ll. ~o is said to be locally linear (11) if for every language L in ~ there exists n such that L is n-ll.
We proceed to prove a number of closure properties of the largest 11 family of languages, .Ill, where we define ~/2{ := {L I L is n-ll for some n}.
Note that from most of the proofs closure properties of n-ll families can be deduced. These are not given explicitly. is closed under union, concatenation, reversal, and star. Proof. Suppose L 1 is na-ll and L 2 is n2-11 with constants h 1 and ks, respectively. Then, if n := max(n1, n2), we clearly have that L 1 u L 2 is n-ll with constant max(k 1 , k2);
L1L 2 is n-ll with constant k 1 + k 2 --1;
L1 e is n~-ll with constant k~ ; LI* is nl-ll with constant 2k 1 --1.
Pro@ Suppose L _C 2J* is n-ll, where N = {al, a S ,..., aq}, and that L i is n~-ll, i --1, 2,..., q. Let k, k~, i = 1,..., q, be the constants of the respective languages. We prove that if the substitutionf on N* is defined byf(ai) : = Li, i = 1 ..... q, then f(L) is m-ll, where m : = max(nl, n 2 ,..., nq, n). To this end we choose k I : = k • max(k s ,..., kq). Suppose z is i n f ( L ) and [z [ > / k I .
Let p ~> k, letters in z be marked. Now there exists z' = aila¢2 "" ai~ in L such that z --f(z') : wiw,2 ""w~, where wi, is inL, , 1 ~<j ~ r.
There are two cases to consider:
(a) For some j, 1 ~ j ~ r, w~; contains his or more marked letters. Then, since Li, is niTll , we can show that the required conditions hold for z simply by choosing the necessary subwords as for wi; in L~.. We next turn to homomorphic replication, an operation recently introduced by Ginsburg and Spanier (1971) . 
z = hl'(y)...h,'(y ),
for some y in L. Suppose any k o or more letters in z are marked. Then for at least one j, 1 ~ j ~ n, hi(y) contains kk~ or more marked letters. Now if we mark a letter c in y iff hi(c) contains a marked letter in z, then at least k letters in y are marked, and we are therefore entitled to use the properties of y stemming from L's being m-ll. In this way it is easily seen that the assertion of the lemma is true.
Remark 2.8. It is clear how one can generalize the notion of homomorphic replication to substitutive replication, viz., by replacing the homomorphisms in the definition by substitutions.
Then one can proceed to prove the closure of JZ under those substitutive replications where the substitutions concerned map letters to languages in J//.
We next present several examples of locally linear families of languages.
EXAMPLE 2.9. The family of regular languages, ~, is easily seen to be 1-11. This, of course, also follows from Lemma 2.3. EXAMPLE 2.10. The family of context-free languages is 2-11. This follows easily from Ogden's lemma (Ogden, 1968) . However, not every 2-11 language is context-free, as can be seen from the following example. The language {a~b~c~d~ l n, m ~ 1} is 2-11 but not context-free. EXAMPLE 2.11. The commutative closure c(~) of the family of regular languages (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1971, p. 372 ) is a locally linear family.
For let R be a regular language. Then, as is well known, ¢(R) is semilinear, and there exist regular languages R1, R 2 ,..., Rm such that each ¢(Ri) is linear, with 0 ¢(R;) = ¢(R).
~=1
Moreover, R~ may be supposed to have the form
To prove that c(R) is 11, it clearly suffices to show that c(R~) is n-ll for some n. But for n := maxl<r<~( [ wit 1) this follows readily when one chooses the admissible constant as [ w,0 ] + n + 2. Clearly, c(~) is an example of an 11 family which is not n-ll for any n.
From this it also follows immediately that if ~ is any slip family, then c(~* o) is 11. EXAMPLE 2.12. Since the families of simple matrix languages and of equal matrix languages are both homomorphic replications of 11 families (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1971, p. 375) by Lemma 2.7 these families are also 11. In particular, an n-simple matrix language is 2n-ll.
AFL OE LOCALLY LINEAR LANGUAGES
Some of the theorems and proofs of Ginsburg and Spanier (1971) about slip AFL are readily adapted to derive similar results about 11 AFL. We illustrate this in the following four theorems, without going into much detail. The notation of . Proof. The only alteration one has to make to the corresponding proof of Ginsburg and Spanier (Theorem 2.1, p. 370) is to show that sub(~, sub(~, ~0)) is 11. But this follows from Lemma 2.4.
Remark 3.2. The theorem holds true when "11" is replaced by "n-ll" for any n. This follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4. THEOREM 3.3. For every n >~ 2 there is a full principal n-ll AFL which is not (n --1)-11.
Proof. Let n >/2 be given, and consider the homomorphic replication do, where p:{1 ..... n}--+{1, R} is defined by p(i):= 1, 1 ~<i~<n. The family d o contains the language L := {oa~a2 ..... a~ ~ [ m >~ 1} which is n-ll but not (n-1)-11. By the results of Ginsburg and Spanier (1971) and Theorem 3.1, the AFL generated by d o is a full principal n-ll AFL, and since it contains L, it cannot be (n --1)-11.
The next theorem follows easily from the above and is given without proof.
THEOREM 3.4. ~o J'-(do) is a full 11 AFL which is not n-ll for any n. (2) There is a largest 11 AFL, denoted by ~cq~ . 
